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ABSTRACT
The optical character recognition system (OCR) selected by the National Library of Medicine (NLM) as
part of its system for automating the production of MEDLINE® records frequently segments the scanned
page images into zones which are inappropriate for NLM's application. Software has been created in-house
to correct the zones using character coordinate and character attribute information provided as part of the
OCR output data. The software correctly delineates over 97% of the zones of interest tested to date.
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1. INTRODUCTION
The National Library of Medicine is automating the production of bibliographic records for its premier
database, MEDLINE. As a first step, the Communications Engineering Branch of the Lister Hill National
Center for Biomedical Communications has developed a system called MARS for Medical Article Record
System. The first version, MARS-1, involves scanning and converting by optical character recognition the
abstracts that appear in journal articles, while keyboarding the remaining fields (e.g., article title, authors,
affiliations, etc). We are designing and developing the second generation system, MARS-2 [1], to automate
the entry of these other fields also, and thereby increase the production rate. This new system employs
scanning and OCR as well, in addition to modules that automatically zone the scanned pages, identify, or
"label", the zones as particular fields, and reformat the field syntax to adhere to MEDLINE conventions.
In MARS-2 the entire image of the first page of each article in the biomedical journal is submitted for OCR
conversion, and at least four pieces of textual information will be extracted: title, authors, affiliation and
abstract. The first step after OCR conversion is to automatically identify these four areas of the image. In
the context of the MARS system, a "zone" is a rectangular area of the scanned image, designated by two
pairs of X,Y coordinates. A correct zone delineates the portion of the image containing characters that all
belong to the same text group, such as Title, Author, Affiliation or Abstract. Figure 1 illustrates a page
image with boxes drawn around typical, correct zones.

2. BACKGROUND
The commercial OCR system used in the MARS system includes a package to perform automatic zoning.
However, this feature does not reliably segment the images of biomedical journal pages into zones that are
appropriate for individual identification of title, author, affiliation and abstract text groups. The most
common error made by the commercial automatic zone function is that zones are too large and include
more than one significant text group. Figure 2 illustrates a typical case where the title, author and affiliation
are all in one zone along with extraneous publication information. Figure 3 illustrates a similar case where
the two columns of the abstract are also grouped into one zone. In this example, although both columns are
part of the abstract, the result is that the text lines in the two columns are joined, disrupting the proper
reading order. For example, the middle text of the first line of the zone is incorrectly read as "models have
opment of."

Figure 1. Correct zones, generated by the zone correction algorithm.

Figure 2. An example of large zones generated by the commercial OCR system.

Figure 3. A second example of large zones generated by the commercial OCR system.
Correct zones are critical to downstream processes in MARS-2. For example, in the step following OCR
and automatic zoning, those zones corresponding to title, authors, affiliation and abstract are automatically
identified and labeled as such [2]. This complex labeling process uses several pieces of information in each
zone to determine its identity. Information used to label a zone include absolute and relative location of the
zone, and key words within the zone. The zone region must be correct if it is to provide useful information
to the labeling program.
In another automatic process downstream from automatic zoning and automatic labeling, the title, author
and affiliation fields are reformatted to comply with MEDLINE conventions [3]. This process also depends
on correctly sized and labeled zones to be effective. Incorrect zones confound these other automated

processes and ultimately require time-consuming manual intervention to be corrected, thereby offsetting the
advantage expected from an automated system.
An alternative to automatic zoning is to have operators manually, using special software and the mouse,
draw correct zones onto the bitmapped images prior to the OCR process. This is done in the MARS-1
system to identify the title and abstract zones. We find that it takes operators about 14 seconds per image to
draw these two zones. For the four zones needed in MARS-2, we can estimate that it would require about
28 seconds per image of operator time to perform manual zoning. The purpose of the MARS-2 system is to
remove these significant portions of manual labor. For example, for our target production rate of 1,000
records a day, this manual zoning would add over 7 person hours of labor.
Since we cannot depend on the commercial OCR system to correctly zone images, and seek to eliminate
manual zoning, we are developing our own automatic zoning capability. With our own process, we free
ourselves from depending on the commercial OCR system for automatic zoning, and can tailor the zone
program design and operating parameters for images from the specific biomedical journals relevant to
MEDLINE.

3. METHODS AND PROCEDURES
Recent improvements in OCR recognition accuracy have come coincidentally with improvements in
automatic zoning. In many cases the same methods used to isolate and separate characters can be expanded
to isolate and separate zones. A brief survey of activity in automatic zoning methods is given in Jain [4].
Approaches include "top-down" [5], which segment a page by X-cuts and Y-cuts into smaller regions,
"bottom-up" [6,7], which recursively grow homogeneous regions from small components, and
combinations of both [4,8]. Notable tradeoffs among the methods are granularity (finding small enough
zones), computation time, and sensitivity to input parameters, noise, skew and page orientation. Top-down
methods tend to be faster and less sensitive to input parameters and page orientation, but require pages to
have a "Manhattan layout", which means the blocks can be separated by vertical and horizontal lines.
Bottom-up and combination methods often result in greater accuracy at the expense of computational
complexity and sensitivity to input parameters. All of these methods zone the page using image data alone,
prior to OCR conversion. Our approach, in contrast, is to use the output data of the OCR system to improve
automatic zoning.
In addition to ASCII text, the commercial OCR system also provides information about each of the
converted characters in the output file. This information includes the level of confidence that the character
was correctly recognized, character attributes such as italic or bold, character point size, and the x and y
coordinates of the rectangle that bounds the character (bounding boxes) [9]. Thus we have both geometric
and feature information available for each converted character. Our approach is to utilize all of this
information to group text into correct zones. We use the bounding box coordinates to determine which
characters are grouped in the same location on the page. Information on character size and attributes
provide additional clues for keeping groups of adjacent characters together or putting them in separate
zones.
Our zone correction program uses both top-down and bottom-up design strategies normally used on image
data on our post-OCR non-image data. The overall method is outlined in Table I.
Table I. Zone Correction Program Steps.

1.
2.
3.
4.

Input

Function

Zones and data from OCR system
Text lines
Lines and line fragments
Initial zones

Separate zones into text lines
Separate lines into fragments
Combine lines vertically into zones
Combine zones horizontally into zones

Output
Text lines
Text lines
Initial zones
Final zones

The first step in creating new zones is to disassemble the original zones from the OCR system. Each zone is
divided into individual text lines. In step 2 lines are further split horizontally into multiple lines when the
space between words exceeds a distance threshold. This occasionally results in unnecessarily splitting lines
into multiple parts, but is needed in order to split lines that originally span across two closely-spaced
columns, as shown in Figure 3. Some of these lines will be rejoined in later steps. The bounding box
enclosing each line is computed, as are several features such as percent italic characters and average
character height. Some character features, such as bold or italic, are available directly from the OCR output
data. Others, such as character height or case (upper or lower), are derived from the OCR output data.
Step 3 is to combine the lines vertically into initial zones. The criteria for combining are that (a) the
vertical distance between lines must be less than a threshold; (b) either the left edge, right edge or midpoint
must be horizontally aligned; and (c) the features computed in the previous step must be similar. When a
line is added to a zone, the zone's rectangular boundary is expanded to include the new line. Then all
remaining lines are checked to see if they fall within the new zone. If so, they are added to the zone. Many
of the horizontally split lines are recombined in this way.
The fourth and last step is to combine zones horizontally using criteria similar to those in the previous step.
In this case the zones are combined if (a) the horizontal distance between the zones are less than a
threshold; (b) either the top or bottom edges of the zones are vertically aligned; and (c) the computed
features of the two zones are similar. When zones are thus merged, a new zone boundary rectangle is
created to include both zones. Any other smaller zones that fall within the rectangle are included with this
zone.
Figures 1 and 4 shows the results of these steps applied to the two images used as examples in Figures 2
and 3. In both of these images, the title, author, affiliation and abstract are in separate zones. In addition, in
Figure 4, the 2 columns of the abstract are in separate zones. The zone labeling process, which follows the
zone correction process, will identify both zones as abstract, and join the enclosed text in reading order.

Figure 4. Another example of zones generated by the zone correction algorithm.

4. EVALUATION
The preliminary version of the zone correction program was tested on 4175 page images from 261 issues of
245 separate journal titles. The zones created on the 4175 images were manually viewed and scored [10].
The title, authors, affiliation and abstract fields were designated as correct, too small, too large, merged
(with other specified zones), split into multiple zones, or miscellaneous errors. The error types are
differentiated on the basis of "cost", a function of the computational expense and human labor needed to
correct the error [11]. The least costly error is a split zone. There is a high probability that the zone labeling
program that follows the zone correction program will be able to correctly label all of the zone fragments of
a split zone, thus incurring a small computational expense and no human labor. The most costly error is a

merged zone, i.e. a zone containing two or more of the title, author, affiliation or abstract regions. At best,
the zone labeling program will label the zone as one of the regions included in the merged zone, which
makes one zone too large and one or more other zones either empty or incorrectly associated with some
other portion of text. Manual correction of merged zones requires some combination of cutting, pasting and
typing, plus time spent to determine what needs to be done. The cost of correcting zones which are too big
or too small fall in the middle, most likely requiring cutting and typing, respectively. Another cost factor is
the extent to which a zoning error will affect the automatic labeling and automatic reformatting processes.
We anticipate that split zones are easiest for those processes to handle, while merged zones are most
difficult. Because merged zones are the most expensive error, the distance thresholds and similarity criteria
used in zone correction deliberately favor split zones over merged zones.
Table II is a summary of the scores for these 4175 images. In this and subsequent tables the two or more
zones that are merged are each counted as an error, which give merge errors at least twice as much weight
in the final percentages as the other errors. The error rates were not so high as to be discouraging for a
preliminary algorithm, but they are too high to be useful for the automated downstream processes that
depend on good zones. Finding the reasons for these errors served as the basis for improving the algorithm.
Table II. Results of Zone Correction for 4175 Images.
Field
split
Title
Author
Affiliation
Abstract
totals
% images with
this error

Error Type
too big too small

merged

totals
259
203
546
874
1882

225
100
149
773
1247

2
3
266
57
328

8
4
23
20
55

24
96
108
24
252

30.9

7.9

1.3

6.0

% images with an error in this
field
6.2
4.9
13.1
20.9

The next phase of the project was to refine the zoning criteria and parameters for an initial set of page
images from 59 journals that would become the first set of journals to be processed by the new system.
Journals selected have a page layout in which the title, authors, affiliations and abstract are all in only one
column, and appear on the page in that order. This page layout format, which we designate as Type 1, is
well-matched with the current capabilities of the zone labeling process that immediately follows the zone
correction process. To improve the success of the zone correction process, journals were chosen in which
the four zones of interest were distinct, either by being widely spaced or having different character
attributes. Candidate journals were tested by both the zone correction process and the zone labeling
process. If those processes were able to generate correctly bounded and labeled zones for the tested journal,
the journal was added to the list of journals acceptable for processing by MARS-2.
For this test phase, images from the set of 59 journals were tested for both zone correction and zone
labeling, and selected for MARS-2. During the testing period, the zone correction algorithm was
continually updated and improved. The resulting zone correction program was re-tested and scored on the
first five articles of one issue of each of the 59 journals. Table III summarizes the scores for these 295
images.

Table III. Results of an Improved Zone Correction for 59 Journals.
Field
split
Title
Author
Affiliation
Abstract
totals
% images with
this error

7
1
4
3
15
5.1

Error Type
too big too small

0
0

0
0

merged

4
5
1
10
3.4

totals
7
5
9
4
25

% images with an error in this
field
2.4
1.7
3.1
1.4

Overall, of the 1,180 possible zones of interest, the zone correction program generated 1,155 correct zones,
for 97.9% correct. The reasons for the split zones are understood and are expected to generate occasional
zoning errors. These include incorrect character boundary coordinates or incorrect character attributes
generated by the OCR process, and instances where the attributes of a single line of a title, affiliation or
abstract are very different from the other lines of the same field. This occurs, for example, when a short line
includes the italicized name of an organism, causing the average attributes of that line to be very different
from the average attributes of its neighbors. In general, the criteria resulting in occasional split zones are,
on balance, more useful than harmful.

5. PRODUCTION PERFORMANCE
The goal of the zone correction program is to be able to generate correct zones with an error rate less than
3% for a significant portion of the approximately 4000 journals indexed by NLM. We anticipate that we
will eventually be able to handle more than 1000 journals. We are proceeding toward that goal on three
fronts.
1. Finding and Testing Type1 Journals: Journals indexed by NLM are being categorized by visual
inspection into groups according to page layout type. The current layout types are defined by the number of
columns in which the title, author, affiliation and abstract appear, and the location of the affiliation, for
example upper, lower left, lower right, or lower middle. The zone correction and the zone labeling process
will use type data to adjust parameters or instructions for the journal issue being processed. We are
currently concentrating on testing those journals that are Type 1, as described earlier. The first page of each
article in one issue of the journal being tested is scanned, converted by OCR and processed by the zone
correction and zone labeling. The resulting zones are viewed and scored. If the error rate is less than 3%,
the journal is added to the list of those that can be processed by MARS-2. If the error rate is higher than
3%, the journal will be deferred for later consideration.
2. Testing Type 1 Journals from MARS-1: Journals that are currently being processed by MARS-1 are
visually inspected and categorized by page layout type. Journals that are Type 1 are routed through the
MARS-2 system, even though they may not have been previously tested. If the journal proceeds through
MARS-2 with few zoning errors, it is added to the MARS-2 list. If the production operators decide that the
zoning error rate is too high for efficient downstream processes, they have the option to return the journal
to the MARS-1 system. To date, the zone correction process has performed well for these journals. For a
detailed performance evaluation, zones from the first 30 journals processed by the MARS-2 system were
visually examined and scored. The results for those 419 pages are shown in Table IV. The total number of
32 errors for the 1676 zones of interest is an overall error rate of 1.9%.

Table IV. Results of Zone Correction for 419 Pages from MARS-2 Production.
Field
split
Title
Author
Affiliation
Abstract
totals
% images with
this error

9
0
4
9
22
5.3

Error Type
too big too small

0
0

0
0

merged

totals

5
5
0
0
10
2.4

14
5
4
9
32

% images with an error in this
field
3.3
1.2
1.0
2.1

At the time of writing, through these two methods, 104 journals have been tested . Of those journals, 98
have an acceptably low error rate in both the zone correction and zone labeling algorithms for the journal to
be processed by MARS-2.
3. Processing Additional Types: The zone correction algorithm is being enhanced to process page layout
formats other than Type 1. Journal specific information may also be necessary for certain journals, for
example, journals in which each of multiple authors is followed by that author's affiliation, or journals with
layouts that do not fall within one of our Types. Others have had moderate success in segmenting images
by exploiting publication-specific layout information [12,13].

6. CONCLUSIONS
The algorithm developed for automatic zone correction accurately generates title, author, affiliation and
abstract zone boundaries more than 97% of the time for selected journals with a Type 1 page layout format.
The program also performs well in MARS-2 production on Type 1 journals that have not been pre-tested
for inclusion. We anticipate comparable success with other page layout formats.

7. SUMMARY
Software based on our zone correction algorithm has been developed to automatically group text into zones
in bitmapped document images using data available from the commercial OCR system. The program
deconstructs the zones created by the commercial OCR system into individual lines and then, using
geometric information and character features, combines lines into new zones. The program has an error rate
less than 3% for selected journals with a page layout format that we call Type 1. Using page layout type
and other publication-specific page layout information, the program will be enhanced to process other page
layout formats as well. Current work involves testing Type 1 journals to add to the list of journals that can
be processed with a low error rate by the current algorithm, and modifying the program to handle other
types.
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